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Chemical Ko-Ko, a Black-and-White Silent Cartoon from 1929

The cleverest use of a cure-all transformative formula in the movies occurs in Chemical Ko-Ko
(1929). This live action and animated seven-minute short was produced by the Max and Dave Fleischer’s
Out of the Inkwell cartoon studio in New York City.  It begins with a live action wizard adding a drop of
something to a test tube. He is bald but has a yard-long pointed white beard and is wearing a lab coat. He
grinds something in a mortar and adds a drop to it.  When steam rises from the mortar, he is delighted.  He
pours some of the liquid onto a bouquet of flowers and they are transformed into spindly weeds.  Again,
he is delighted.  An African-American janitor enters and begins to mop the floor.  The wizard asks him
something and he agrees.  The wizard sprinkles him with the solution, causing him to twirl until we see
only a blur.  When he stops twirling, he is white. He looks at his hands, rubs his face, and is delighted.  He
tosses down the mop, shakes the wizard’s hand, and leaves.

The wizard grabs a black inkwell and draws Ko-Ko the Clown onto a piece of paper. A room
filled with chemical apparatus was already on the paper.  The wizard then uses an eyedropper to add
solution to four test tubes on the table in front of Ko-Ko.  Ko-Ko grabs a test tube and is about to drink it
when the wizard says: “You sap — you’ve got to mix it first.”  So, Ko-Ko grabs a second tube and mixes
it with the first.  We see that Ko-Ko’s dog Fitz is standing to the side watching the proceedings when a
mouse comes out of a hole in the wall. Fitz steps on its tail, picks it up, punches it, and then tosses it
away.  Fitz asks Ko-Ko to make him fatter so  Ko-Ko adds a drop of the solution to his head and he bulks
up.  They both laugh.  Ko-Ko’s laughing causes a drop of the solution to fly across the room and into the
mouth of the laughing mouse.  The mouse grows in size until he is as big as the dog Fitz.  The mouse
pulls Fitz outside by his shoulder and punches him once to send him flying horizontally a very long
distance.

When Fitz finally lands, he encounters a series of animals each with its own problem. He directs
them to see Ko-Ko, who lives in a house with an apothecary sign over the door. After the first animal is
happy with his transformation, the live action wizard pushes Ko-Ko’s hat over his eyes and adds another
drop of something into Ko-Ko’s beaker of potion.  The next transformation works but not for long.  The
result is an angry mother giraffe who breaks through Ko-Ko’s window and drinks the formula to
transform into an elephant.  The elephant sucks the fluid into her trunk and squirts it at the live action
wizard, who swallows it.  The wizard shrinks to cartoon size and then shimmies up the leg of the drawing
board’s easel.  In the meantime, Ko-Ko has jumped off the drawing board and stands next to his inkbottle.
Ko-Ko spanks the cartoon wizard, throws him into the inkbottle, jumps in after him, and pulls in the
stopper.


